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Linebacker Sinz sacb $10,000 for univffSity
of Media Relations heard about the
· scholarship and

by Ryan_Voz
EDITOR

decided

Senior linebacker Jeremy Sinz is used to
making big plays when they count. ·
But, he's not used to making them for
SCSU in numbers that amount to $ IO,OCO in ·
his name.
Sinz, has recently been awarded a 1997
Burger King Football scholarship award.
Scholarship are awarded every week to

football players from four collegiate
divisions.
This award will be presented during halftime of Siturday's Homecoming game
against Augustana College at Selke Field.
Sinz's name was entered , this past
summer, when Tom Nelson, assistant director

Sinz

would be a good

"I think volunteering with the flOOO relief
applicants must have a 3.0 GPA or higher and .
be a senior. Sinz, currently has a 3.42 GPA.
was as important as any of it," Sinz said.
Second, achievement on the football field 'That was as important as the rest."
was important. Sinz, a Pre-season AllSinz, also volunteers time to football ·and

candidate.
American pick and last year North Central
,. ''Tom
Conference All-Conference second teatn
ai,proached me selection made him more qualified.
,
about it, and we
Nelson, said they also look at community
went through involvement, such as leadership and
my
citizenship.
background."
Sinz also meets the third requiremellt ·
·Sinz said.
, because he is a part of the Student Athlete
Accordingto .- Mentoring Program at SCSU; which is a
Sluu}e Opatz/PHCTro EDrroR Nelson, there program that helps counsel felloW players on
Jeremy Sinz awarded was three main drug and alcohol abuse.
30re~;r5l~ts::~~na1:e
$10,000 scholarship: ·L ~~:.a for th e hel;!i ~

-=---.,

basketball clinics for youths.
. 'The reason I decided to choose Jeremy
was because he filled all the criteria," said
Neison, who was also responsible for
entering St. John's University standout widereceiver Chris Palmer's name. Palmer,
through the same process, also won the award
in 1995.
"He (Tom) did a lot of work to make this
thing happen, .and the SCholarship makes us
both feel pretty good," Sinz said.

:u.;1ood

First, academic achievement -

fn which.

Go 10 SINZ, PAGE S-

SL Paul area

He111pdebate
attetnp5 to lift
.1-~

llll!!iO---.Ji~~~~~·~='::!--."
marijuana use, Hager said.
University Program · Board
Coordinator Christina Marino gave
Minutes before the ninth annual a brief outline of the evening's
Homecoming debate on the schedule. She then handed the
legalization of marijuana Tuesday , festivities to mass communications
night, 150 students waited Professor Mike Vadni~, who
anxiously outside Kimberly A. introduced both speakers.
Ritsche Auditorium.
'1t's very tragic that cannabis
"Hemp
can
save
the cultivators are treated worse than
environment, and we're just sitting murderers, rapists or child
on it," said senior Chris Ollig on the molesters. Six hundred thousand
legalization of marijuana.
people are arrested each year for
Editor in chief. of High Times marijuana use," Hager said. He
magazine Steve Hager and founder took the stand on pro-hemp and
and president
·
legalization and
of
the
••
promoted . the
Gl.lardian
importance
of
Angels Curtis
hemp and its uses.
Sliwa debated
Some reasons he

~i~:~ Tuey
several issues
~::1:!~i~n

~~

Shane Opa::,IPHOTO EDITOR

JoAnne Kane speaks at a candle light vigil Sunday night in Atwood Memorial Center. Kane also
was the featured speaker at the Women on Wednesday series a~ ut drinking and responsiblity.

Alcohol leads women series

People don't need ~~~ ~{.~,g•li:.~~
Speakers address
,nar/.juana to
environmental,

survive.

;~~~-al

and

::uana, as
Curtis Sliwa
use;n~7n~:~.
PRESIDENT OF THE GUARDIAN
which is ·the stem
alternative
uses of hemp,
ANGELS
of the marijuana
moral issues
plant,
include
regarding use,
fiber, food, •fuel,
unjust
stronger
paper,
criminalization
biodegradable
of marijuana and the gateway to plastic, soap and clothing.
more serious drugs.
Freshman Jennifer Faanes said.
Marijuana has been an illegal "Marijuana. _is a natural substance
drug since 1937 when the available, why go through
Marijuana Tax Act was passed. extensive testing ·· to inake a
California passed a law last synthetic substance when there is
November to legalize the medicinal already a natural one." Faanes said.
uses ·or the Plant. It helps people
"I believe the knowledge I have
living with severe illnesses to gathered on marijuana gives me no
combat their 'symptoms. Epilepsy, reason to believe it should be
cancer, AIDS, depression, insomnia illegal.''
and glaucoma are some conditions
Go 10 DEBATE, PAGE 7 •
that can be treated with regular
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alcohol awareness
at weekly series

t

~@'.~

ne

•

"I wanted ~ offer a personal
perspective of what police officers
are doing and why," said St. Cloud
by Samantha Kleinfehn .
Police Officer Anne Whitson. "We
~ STAFF WRITER
don't want students to be hurt by
This
week
is
National ~nking." Whitson discussed and
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness defined many of the tickets students
get for drinking related issuses and
Week.
Among the fflany things done at what students should expect at
·
SCSU to promote National Homecoming.
Other panelists discussed things
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week was a presentation by a panel such as drinking statistics at SCSU
of speakers as part of the Women and personal experiences with
alcohol as a student at SCSU.
on Wednesday Series.
According to JoAnne Kane,
The presentation to0k place ·
Awareness
yesterday in the .South Voyageur Alcohol/Drug
Room at Atwood Memorial Center. Prevention Team coordinator, a
1be panelists discussed statistics on survey done m 1995 showed 50
drinking, personal experiences with percent Of the students at SCSU
drinking and some consequences of drink and drive, but that statistic has
gone down to 41 percent this year.
drinking.
'

Commentary/ 8 , ,

A study showed that · most ·
students at SCSU who have four or
less drinks per w~k are A students,
most students who have about
seven drinks per week are B
students, and students who have
nine or more drinks per Week are
C students or lower, Kane said.
"Every time we have done this
survey it showed the same thing,"
Kane said. 'The more you drink,
the worse your grades are."
Senior Sara Swenson, said she
was a typical SCSU student whose
grades suffered, because of
drinking.
"I drank for the buzz," Swenson
said.
Swenson discussed her personal
experiences
with
dri_nking
throughout college and how she
feels now about drinking.

Go TO SERIES, PAGE 6 •
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(:AMPus & CoMMUNDY BRIEFS
Improvemep.ts to
KVSC to broadc3$t
lake George an issue mayoral debates
The live debate of St: Cloud mayoral
in the community
Senator Joe Opatz of St. Cloud has invited
state agency
representatives,
local
govem~ent officials, and others who have
expressed interest in the preservation and
enhancement of Lake George to St. Cloud.
The meeting is scheduled for 7 p.m. on
Nov. 6 in the Council Chambers of St. Cloud
City Hall.
Opatz is looking foi' a long-tenn
comprehensive plan for improvement of lhe
Lake George area. Suggestions Opatz has
received so far include re-establishing the
stream between the lake and the Mississippi
River, protection of the lake from Hwy. 23,
expanding the size of the lake, and making
the lake fishable.

THURSDAY
Homecoming .week
Hypnotist Sarni Dare
7 p.m. in Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium.

'Boat People'
7 p.rn. in Atwood little
. Theatre. "Boat People" plays
as part of the liitemational
Film Series.

FRIDAY
'Fargo'
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. "Fargo" plays as
part of the Minnesota Film
Series. The film also plays
. on Saturday and Sunday at
the same time.

'Medium' and
'Unisense'
1o p.m. in Halenbeck Main
Gym. "Medium and '
"Unisense" play as part of
the Homecoming Concert.

SATU.RDAY
Husky Hoopla
3 p.m. in Halenbeck
Fieldhouse.

SUNDAY
SCSU Concert Choir
4 p.m. in Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium.

To submit infonnation for the
events calendar, mail it to
University ~hronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301"4498.

Index
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Sports ............. :. ............... 11
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...................... 18

money to buy _two new drums in order 10

expand the repertoire of songs which they
may perfonn. SCSU Arashi Taiko Dan is part
candidates Larry Meyer and Gerry Donlin •of the Japan Club.
will fill the airwaves of KVSC.
The broadcast will air 4:30 p.m. on

Tuesday. Two days later the two candidates
will ho~~ a live broadcast on campus.

Japanese dnunming
ensemble to play
Minnesota's first collegi;J.te Japanese
drumming ensemble, SCSU Arashi Taiko
Dan, will be having an all-day taiko
marathon.
·
It will begin at 9 a.m. and will continue-

until 5 p.m. without intelTilption.
The purpose of this is to get knowledge of

WHAT'S

IIAPPENING

the ensemble out to the Scsu ~ommunity.
Currently, SCSU Arashi Taiko Dan is raising

Five alumni to be

honored Friday
The SCSU Alumni Association will honor
five individuals for outstanding professional
and personal achievements in an alumni'
awards ceremony .Friday.
·
The five receiving awards are Peggy
Kriha-Dye, '91 graduate, Stephen.G. Wenzel,
'68 graduate, Gordon Viere; '75 graduate,
Nancy Raso-Ek1und, '75 graduate and Robert
J, Wendi, '67 graduate. '
The event, which originated in 1963, is at
5:30 p.m. in Atwood Little Theatre. ·

STATE

& NATION BRIEFS

Plaintiffs lawyer :~·and~kedhertoperfonnoral ·
asks Clinton to
Man sentenced
reveal his sex
for
killing wife
partners
over Internet
If Paula Jones' lawyer gets his
way, President Clinton wilf be fling
forced to reveal his sex partners
while governor of Arkansas.
Papers filed in federal court
Tuesday in preparation for Jones'
sexual harassment civil suit asked
that Clinton tell whether he asked a
state trooper to summon Jones to a
hotel room in May 1991 and if he
used troopers to arrange liaisons
with other women. ·
Jones alleges that Clinton
exP?sed himself to her in a ~otel

IN HlsTORY.;.

7

YEARSAGO•••

Kriha-Dye is the recipient of the Gold
Award for Outst1µlding G,raduate of the Last
Decade
.
.
We~J's achievemeli~ include working
closely with SCSU~ officials in getting
legislation passed approving $30 milliort for
the construction of the new library. He is
receiving the Alumni Service Award and is
currently the state representative for Morrison,
Crow Wing, and Cass counties.
_
Viere is ~ chief executive partner for
Larson, Allen, Weishair and Co. He is ·
receiving the Distinguished Alumni Award
Raso-Ek1und teaches physicaJ education at
Washington .Elementary School in Green
River, Wyo. She is receiving the Educational
Leadership Award - Teac~r.
Wendi is receiving the Educational
Leadership Award - Administrator. He is
serving as Gov. Ame Carlson's appointee as
Commissioner of the Minnesota Department
2f ~hildren, Families, and Learning. ~

A 54-y.ear-old man was
sentenced to between seven and a
half and 15 years in prison
Wednesday for murdering his wife
iO a fit of jealousy over her Internet
flirtation with a television sports
personality. Raymond Stumpf, host
of a l~te-night home shopping
program in Pottstown, Penn.
St~mpf ,dm.itt~ he ne.arly
decapitated his wife Marlene with a
kitch~n knife last January.

Prosecutors said Stumpf, who
pleaded guilty to third-degree·
murder in August, faced a
maximum penalty of 40 years.
But Montgomery County Judge
P11ul Tressler imposed a light
sentence, saying the man suffered
years of emotional abuse from his
wife.

David Cline quit Wednesday
after being suspended over the
incident. The incident occurred
Sept. 19 in Chapel Hill, N.C. '
Cline was teaching two
female students how to drive when
the 23-year-old victim Jon
Macklin cut them off, according
to police. Cline instructed the
student driver to chase down the
· car and when they caught, up toi l
he got out and punched
Mackin.
Cline's car was pulled over for
speeding after he told the student
driver to chase the car again.
Cline was arrested and
Teleased on $400 bail, and was
charged with simple assault,
punishable by up to 60 days in
jail.
The girl driving the car wasn't
ticketed.

Driver's ed.
teacher resigns

after motorist
confrontation
A driver's education teacher
resigned after he was accused of
having a student driver chase down
I\ motorist who had cut them off
and then punching the man.
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Jason Gabbert, a student at
SCSU, was arrested outside the
National Hockey Center for
scalping "tickets for the SCSUUniversity of Minnesota hockey
game.
Police confirmed that Gabbert
had $307 in cash and 110 tickets in
his possession.
,.
The ticket policy at the time
allowed students to purchase more
than one ticket Without showing
idehtification.
·
Gabbert was charged with a
misdemeanor for scalping.
Gabbert responded, "If they
think they have eliminated the
problem, they are wrong, because
they haven't."
,
In response to the scalping
incident, the ticket policy for
hockey games was changed. The
•new poli.cy -allows students to
purchase tickets using only their
own SCSU ID.

......
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Thoughts of dome stadilltll stay alive
. by Tyson Jahn
STAFFWRfTER

contact J!IC aildlor send a short resume with · will hopefully come out of the 1998 state

~Id ' not only be great for SCSU, but
also a wondetful idea for the entii;e St. Cloud.

their name to my office."

area.

coinmunity. Any interested citizens should

legislative bonding session. Sales tax is one

'The dome stadium issue has ·been kept
He added, "The 11niversity supl}Orts ,
·alive by a special committee.
building a dome stadium in St. Cloud. One
For now, a task force has· been set up.and location in mind is an 80-acre site next to
will consist of 11 representatives which will Highway 10. It's a good location because
include three citizens at large from St Cloud · there are no homes or businesses, and there is
School District 742.
access to the highway. It is alSQ a good spot
'The first charge of the task force will be because there is space for parking."
to listen to the amateur sportS commission
'The leadership right now is in the hands
about feasibility," said -St. Cloud Mayor oftheamateursportscommission.1beissues
Chuck Winkelman. 'They will also decide not resolve.d_ are the location and revenue
the finance mechanism on how to fund the source. We won't know for sure about the
dome stadium."
state's support until next year," said Grube.
He added, "We need to find three citizens
Winkelman and Grube agret? there is no
with interest in thi~ issue to «;present the . definite SOurce for the estimated $60 million

·Sorority, fraternity
·offer rides home
from downtown

dome structure, except for $30 million that

of the alternatives seen to finance the new ·
"ThCre's a lot of interest from
stadium, and selling Selke Field to the city is various people. This idea would bring in
another.
conventions, concerts, trade shows and live
"Building the stadium on top of Selke sports. It would provide great entertainment.
Field w0uldn't be beneficial to anyone, Some people don't reajife .what this d'?e5 for
because you would then have to worcy about the community financially," Martin said.
space for parking. After that, you might have
Just how far 1n the future is
to build a parking ramp and that would be the stadium from being completed? "Not
even more expensive. Selke's really too very far, but getting a task force to.work
small," Grube said.
·
hard before the legislative session would be ·
One of the many SCSU organizations diat . something
to
look
forward
to.
would occupy the dome stadium, if built, They need to be responsive to the
would· be the football team. SCSU football community and be committed to the
coach Noel Martin said he thinks the stad,ium · project," WtnkeJman said.

'MAGIC BY MOONLIGHT' CORONATION CEREMONY

by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Delta Z.eta sorority and Delta Sigma Phi fraternity have
teamed up for the second year in a row to offer rides home to
students from the downtown area to their homes this Friday and
Saturday night for Homecoming weekend.
"We pick them up in front of the Radisson and drop them off
at their .doorstep;' said junior and vice president of Delta Zeta,
Deanna Barclay. Rides will be given only i!1 the area of the SCSU
campus.
:
_
·
Three or four vans will be waiting from 9 p.m. to 2 am. on
Fifth Avenue in front of the Radisson, leaving as soon as they are
full, Barclay said SCSU is supplying the vans for ooth nights. The
service is free, but students must show a student ID to get a ride
home.

---...,;..-fit" ~~l~~a~~~~:i~
·,j;
:~h:~~~~t/~

Richardsoni senior and member of Delta S\gma Ply. Richanison
was the president of Delta Sigma Phi last year.
Members of Delta Z.eta and Delta Sigma Phi will be holding
signs for the rides ,home and talking to people around the bars
while helping people get home in the vans on Friday and
Saturday, Barclay said. '
Barclay said the idea for the rides came up la5t year betweep
the presidents of Delta Zeta and Delta Sigma Phi as an idea for Kristine White/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
helping to control the downtown area on Home.coming weekend
"It helps out the community by helping out St. Cloud State;' Andile "Ace" Mbeki and Heather Bautt were crowne<f1997 Homecoming King and Queen Wednesday night
in Kimbe~y A. Ritsche Auditorium. Mbeki represented Sherburne Residence Hall and Baun represented UPB.
Barclaysaid. .
Delta Zeta and Delta Sigma Phi brought the idea of giving
rides to the attention of SCSU last year and were told to present
lhe idea to the S~ Qoud Police Department, Barclay said She said
the police department was verf excited about the idea
Mary Jo .Trobec, security coordinator for University Public
Safe(): said UPS supj,ons lhe rides home with Delta z.ta and
· Delta Sigma Phi because it provides students with a safe Way
home.
·
·
explained that reasonable discussion has been made difficult
by Jeremiah Jennings
Richardson said the sorority and fralemity also had help from
because fll!IJIY people are no longer interested in coming to
the Alcohol Awareness Committees on campus. Senior President
STAFF WRITER
sound conclusions.
of Deha Sigma Phi, Curt Stockinger said the Alcohol/Drug
Last
Monday
an
event
fille.d
the
Atwood
Ballroom
and
ran
·
'They're more concerned with whether I'm pushing my
Assessment and Prevention Team and SCSU ~re skeptical when
first presented with the idea of the rides home, because they into overflow seating in the Glacier and Voyager rootnS, opinions and beliefs on w:,ple," he said.
when
speaker
and
author
Josh
McD9well
spoke
on
one
of
According to McDowell, the trena of accepting every
thought it might promote drinkirig. However.ADAPT has offered
belief is dangerous. When reality is defined by the individual
help and advice on the rides home since the service began last today's hottest topics: tolerance. ·
1be
three-hour
seminar,
which
was
aimed
at
adults
and
·
and
there is no objective basis for truth, all the _atrocities
year, Stockinger said
·
"We all just wanted to get people home safely;' Stockinger parents in the community, was part of a "Right from Wrong" in history can be justified.
Much of the presentation focuse~ on how parents
said There is more of a necessity for a service like this at campaign challenging today's ideas on tolerance and ~e
belief
that
there
is
no
absolute
truth.
can
instill
in
their
children
a
sense
of
morality in the face of
Homecoming, because there- are more people in the downtown
McDowell focused ·on two different definitions of this new tolerance, primarily by letting them know why
area,hesaid
,
tolerance.
The
first,
which
he
called
traditional
tolerance,
was
things
are
right
and
wrong.
"Giving people safe rides home is helping the surrounding
defined as tolerating something with which you don't like Qr
He said too many of today's youth have been brought
community feel'more secure;· Barclay said
"Everyone's been very ~pportive," Stockinger said He added agree. 1be second definition, which he said has become more · up strictly on comm an&, explaining, ''We have an entire
people have heen happy about the rides, because they take prevalent today, is the acceptance of all values, beliefs, generation of young people living pure l~galism."
- Understanding the reasons for the commands, he
responsibility for students who have been drinking and provide a lifestyles and claims to truth as equal.
· ln•_his extensive work on campuses around the world as a stressed, and notjusi obeying them, is vital if one's beliefs are
safei environment for students.
Last year, more than 500 students were driven home by Delta speaker and staff member for Campus Crusade for Christ, going to. stand up under scrutiny.
' McDowell began to notice a difference in the intellect\lal
John Engbe[g, a staff member for Campus ,Crusade at
Z.eta and Delta Sigma Phi, according to Richardson.
agreed
with · McDowell's
assessment,
"Students were incredibly thankful, and the administration climate as the definition changed. He said, while challenges SCSU,
was very appreciative," Richardson said. He said the to his arguments used to be founded on substance rather than commenting, "He gave a very clear explanation of the current
style,
he
hasn't
heard
an
objection
based
on
fact
in
four
years.
philosophy
of
the
modem
university
and
of
our
youth
today."
· administration was excited to see the rides home being offered
'The ~thfulness of what you -have to say no longer has
The presentation was the second of three events that
again this year. .
anything
to
do
with
it,"
he
state.d.
'1t's
'What
right
do
you
will
be
held
in
St.
Cloud.
The
first
was
an
initial
church
"We received thank-you's from the chief of policet
have to say that?'" In other words, the primary objection now briefing held in September. On Nov. 17, a rally will
Richardson said.
Deha Zeta and Delta Sigma Phi members expressed concern is that a stateme0t of truth is intolerant because it runs against be held in Halenbeck Hall, at which McDowell
will encourage youths to question modem notions
for getting students home safely and help~g the commU:nity. "We · what others believe.
David Held, a senior at SCSU who atte11ded the talk. said of tolerance and make wise choices.
·
wanted to clear out downtown so people can get home safely,"
that effects of this are becoming visible on our.campus. He
Richardson said.

Speaker challenges traditional
views on tolerance, absolute truth
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Sculptor rOOts art in culture
Aimee Gapsiewicz
COPY EDITOR
Expression taJces on many
~ifferent shapes, colors and ~unds.
"Symphony of Fun and Fruits" .
by studio artist educator and
adamant art advocate Nasser

Pirasteh opened Oct 13 and will be
exhibited thfOugh Nov. 21 at the

Atwood Gallery.
"Symphony of Fun and Fruits"
is the largest painted sculpture of

the exhibit and is the only one made of wood. It features the apple as the
conductor of the symphony. Each
of the fniits has a fork stuck- in it
and the tip displays the neck of a

violin.
Pirasteh

explains

sculpture

contains

that

the

various

meanings with one main root. He
said fruit symbolizes health, and
people enjoy eating. He also said

music is a very important aspect in
people's lives, and he wanted to tie
in music and art to health.
"He has requested we have
music there," said Assistant
Director
of
University
Programming Board Toshiko
Schwerdtfeger.
Pirasteh said, "Culturally we
should be involved in art. Art is
missing a lot in our lives."

V

Ben WichUmnanlSTAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

shadows • nd highlighis in th e

Nasser Plrasteh poses next to one of his pieces on display in the Atwood Galle!)' titted "Red
Roofs." He was bom Into a family lull of artists and always felt happiest when creating art.

~;tu!~t,
a~:
1
comes deeper, and the bright comes
brighter. That's what the shadow
does here."

this in Pe'rsian language says he chose golf.
Tbeeatht, which means nature. This
_ He said he uses wrought irons
one is John. That means 'dear."' · and nonnal metals used in
He said this word is more of an idea construction, because they are

He explained his -vasr use of

:1:~:s~~

The next sculpture he showed · than a printed word. It is spelled
was ean.d CMyanne. which J<>!!ntoJDalooitmoo;-1,asin
correlatesNativeAmericanculture a letter, writing 'Dear - John,'
with Persian culture. Pirasteh _ according to Pirasteh.
sculpted part of a headdress on the
In accordance to the two
top of it and inscribed words in the different cultures represented in the
Persian language on the sides. The sculpture, Piratseh said: "I
sculpture also signified the four :t!;;~r~:!~erent thi ngs, but

':;Whihat_bteuWiild1indongswares."mand~.,~~•.~!n
n= _
He wanted . to symbolize the
shifting from moment to moment,
ideas t(? ideas, design to design and
period to period of our Jives. This
is why he ca1led his next sculpture

::t;~r ~~:,e;~~ : ~ ; ! n :
reds for fall.
"I add my culture a little bit to
it," Pirasteh said. "For · instance,

giving away ~eir privacy.
"Sometimes we give up a lot of
infonnation about ourselves, like
with credit cards," Pirasteh said
about "Walls." "Everybody knows

Pirasteh's "Sunday Afternoon"
sculpture featured golf. He saiO
many artists approach heavy topics,
but
sometimes
one
needs
something lighter and enjoyable, so

~:'~l.~~~fe~~t';!!~l~a!uTw~

everything about yoll."
He said all his sculptures stand
on a tall foundation because in the
back of our minds, we always like
to stand tall. That is what our goal
and motivation is.
"Orchid Melody" shows one
wtute flower and one leaf at the
base a"midst what Pirasteh said he
didn't want to call a jail, but
sometimes it seems like that.
"You're a flower. You're blooming,
but at the same time you are
suffocating." He also said the
flower is a symbol of beauty, youth
and freshness with life. So he
surrounded the flower with the
strings of a harp, again bringing in

the music correlation. He said that
whep faced with struggle, the~rst
thing ·a person usually does is hum
in consolation.
Pirasteh said, "When you are
suffering, automatically you hum,
or you paint or you build a
sculpture. That is part"o(the music
that comes out of 'It. Something
motivates something else."
"Eye" is again very tall in
stature. The SCulpture rep~n!S
Uncle Sam, in that, accordipg to
Pirasteh, "Somebody is always
watching you."
, Pirasteh said he was born into a
family full of artists, and lie said as
a child he a1ways felt happiest when
building and creating new things. "I
knew always that this was what my
passion and love is."
"I personally like Nasser
because it's eye catching," said
Visual Arts CoordinatOr Mark
Winterfeldt in persuasion for
people to visit the extubit. "It's just
fun and kin~ of relaxing."
· Pirasteh studied at Teheran
School of Fine Arts in Iran before
coming to the United States in
1970. He received his bachelor of
arts degree and master of arts
degree from SCSU in 1976.
Pirasteh is also doing a
dedication for Brian Klinefelter on
Oct 25 at 3 p.m. at St Joseph's
Park. He is bringing seven and a
half tons of limestone ' form
Mankato and people will put their
hand imprints all over to support
the people against violence
campaign.
Pirasteh explained he thinks it is
VCIJI ~ lha1 kids stimwale
their minds with Various fonns of
art to prevent spare time, which
spurs violence. "Art is the easiest
fonn to reach the other side,"
Pirasteh said.
Sculpting is Parish's fonn " of
expression, and he urges everyone
.else to find their outlet and
experience art.

Bars reaction: we want to hold; on to tradition
by Laura Zimiler._

"It is a nice gathering spot without loud students to drink, because people who would
bands," he explained. "The students usually nonnally stay in bed wilt get up if there's a
don't come until later."
celebration going on. Eventually, it becomes
AND
Howie's Bar Manager Steve Kremer said, part of the loca1 culture.
'·'From a manager's
·
Kremer said, 'The
by Jeremiah Jennings
City Council saw the
point of view1 after
STAFF WRITER
students concerns ·and
working here 11
heard them, but kids are
Discussion Over the opening times for years, I think it is
going to drink anyway."
bars on Homecomin_g continued this week, as fun to see all the·
He said students are
local managers responded to the request that kids come back. A
down going . to drink early on
they not begin business until their regular lot of students used
to work here, and it
campus or at their
opening hours.
apartriients if they can't
·
In a petition started by SCSU students and is nice to visit with
come to the bars early,
signed by more than 200 people from campus them and see what
and at least their drinking
and community, downtown bars were urged they are doing with
is · more Controlled in a
to cancel their early morning specia1s and- their lives."
bar.
.
JoAnne Kane,
wait until 11 a.m. to open. The concern was
"I have no problem
Alcohol/Drug
that the early opening may le·ad to excessive
&·
with the petition," Celusta
alld irrespoq.sible "drinking on the part of Assessment
Jeff Celusta
Prevention Team
said. "However, I think it
students.
D.S. SEARlE'S MANAGER
is targeting students and I
Most managers, said they will most likely - Coordinator . and a
feel sorry for ther:n.
stay with the early opening. Many cited last supporter of the
When it comes down to it,
year's exceptionally calm Homecoming and petition, believes
said students have not been causing any that although the university has had good ' it is one percent of the population causing 100
Homecomings,
the
opening
still
sets
percent
of
the
problem."
trouble.
.
"Bar_owners were blind•sided by all of
"We've never really had a problem in the students up for potential drinking
this," celusta said. 'The argument came way
- past," said Red Carpet's Manager Jim Martin. problems.
Acknowledging the fact that it is getting too late. Everything has already been
According to D.B. Searle) Manager Jeff
Celust.i, their 9 am. opening is designed better, she said, "What we are asking is that o.rganized, all the food was ordered. My staff,
more for alumni. "The alumni like it. we continue to get better, and one thing we wtuch is mostly college students, is expecting
to work the extra hours."
ask is to stop opening at 8 a.m."
We cater to them, not current students."
Kane a1so said .the specials encourage
"l was called by one of the managers who
COPYEDfTOR .

When it comes

to it, it is one percent
of the population
causing 100 percent
of the problem.

said they were Mpointed we didn't come
to them first," Kane said. "My response was
we have come to them before."
"D.B. Searle's has opened at 9 am. for the
last 20 years and we will stay with that,"
Celusta said." ''They would be. getting
involved with how we run our business. Will
they ask us to close at midnight on Hii.lloween
next. Where would it end?"
Kane said it is not their intention to have a
domino effect. "It would not have been fair to ask us not
to open early on Homecoming, it is
tradition," Kremer said. 'The-bars will keep
opening at 8 a.m. It is both a money issue and
a tradition issue."
Kremer said, ''To be honest, we will
probably not open until 11 a.m. We used to
open at 8 a.m. but it is only a few of the
downtown bars that ' get the . business that
early."
"The bar owners as a whole are
responsible busiOCSs people;" Celusta said.
Martin said, "It is alcohol awareness here
every day." He said they are careful to check
everyone's ID, and keep an eye out for
individua1s who a,re drinking too much and·
getting out of control.
Bar owners believe the the early openings
have little negative impact on students, and
will continue with their tradition.
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New minor available in Community Studie~
community," Stokes said.
.
"The courses that are taught in the.
gerontology program include basic
theoretical concepts as wen as giving real life
examples."
The "center also gives real life examples by
'Sponsoring workshops, conferences and
speakers.
Mittlefehldt said the center· serves as a
clearing house for many organizations and
·groups. She said some of the off-campus
groups that they have been a resource for are
the Great River Round Table, 4-H Club, and
the Governor's Round Table on Sustainable
. Development. They have also_ m~t · with
SCSU's Environmental Crisis Organization.
"We . would like to .. develop more
Connections with theni {ECO] and other
campus groups like SCAR - Student
Coalition Against Racism," MittJefehldt said.
Mittlefehldt said the new minor is the
academic side to t_he work of the center.
"It's a minor that Would_. fit a lot of
different majors," MittJefehldt said. "We see.a
connection to people in the sciences and
technology," she added.
"Students.majoring in fields such as social
work and business would have a much
broader understllllding of the WOrld around
them if they minored in cominunity studies,"
Stokes said.
Luke Tripp, professor of American
studies, said his courses focus ·on the
American experiences of different groups in
society.
·
"Our concept of communi'ty is the concept
of human relations within communities,"
Tripp said. ,
Tripp. said_ th ere are various career

PHOTO AND STORY

by Julia Peterson
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

After the fall 1998 semester conversion, a
new minor in the field of Coffilllunity Studies
will be open to SCSU students.
The Center for Community Studies wa.'r
started in fall 1996 by faculty from the
departments of Local and Urban Affairs,

American Studies and Gerontology.
Pamela Mittlefehldt, coordinator of the
center and professor of American studies,
said there are eight faculty members who
teach these disciplines and run the center with

the help of office manager Brenda Tritz. She
said they all planned the community studies
minor.
Mittlefehldt said the new minor
emphasizes the study, development and

enhancement of sustainable conimunities.
.

Currently,. SCSU offers undergraduate

majors and minors in American Studies and
Local and Urban Affairs, and a Master of
Science degree and undergraduat~ minor in
Gerontology.
The three disciplines have common
themes of studying the interrelationships in
individual communities.
Eleanore
Stokes,
professor · of
Gerontology, said the study of gerontology
fits into the work of the Center for
Community Studies, because the older
populatio_n is an increasingly vital part of the
population. Gerontology is the study of the
different aspects of the aging process.
·
"We want to be able to show students the
role of elders in having continuity in the

0

.

Professor of Community Studies Arthur Mehrhoff, (1-r) Office Manager Brenda
Tritz and Coordinator Pamela Mittlefehldl are three of the faculty that work in the
Center for Community Studies in Stewart Hall Room 365,
possibilities for students choosing to combine Urban Affairs, said the Center is committaj to
the community studies minor with the the theme of sustainable development.
American studies major and other majors
"A sustainable community is one that
such as education, criminaJ justice, various balances the environment and economy with
levels of government, and law.
equity. That's what pulls us together,"
He said American studies combined with "Mehrhoff said.
this minor will provide a differellt view point
on the American experiences for -those For more information on the community ,
working within the illfrastructure of their studie_s minor, contact the Center for
communities.
Community Studies in Stewart Hall Room
Arthur Mehrhoff, professor of Local and 365 at 255-3947-
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Husky Hankies sold to _ · Series
celebrate Homec_o ming
Hankies sold now
through weekend
to boost spirit
by John Hill
The Public Relations Students

Society of America is currently selling
Husky Hankies in an attempt to
bolster
school
spirit
during

Homecoming week.
This marks the first time that
PRSSA has done this. PRSSA
President Amy Lang said selling
Husky Hankies will aid in the

atmosphere at SCSU.
''This is a way that students can
show school spirit by bringing the
Husky Hankies to the games;' Lang
said. "If. there are hankies left over
after
Homecoming,
we
will

l' R I , (

I I' I ! ..,

continue to sell them th!ooghout the
"We neede.d a way to raise funds
year."
to ensure we could get speakers and
Money for the~initial purchases of cover travel expenses for the
the hankies was provided by the Office organization, among other things,"
of Marketing and C0mmunications.
Byers said.
Barry Wegener, Director of
Byers said the student reaction has
Marketing and Communication: said been good. "SaJes have been pretty
the idea was a good one and that the good and will increase through the
proceeds. would ultimately be used weekend," Byers said. "We will be
to reimburse the office of marketing selling them at Husky Hoopla and
and communication and as a fundraiser hopefully at the donns too."
for PRSSA.
Senior Travis Ingebrigison said
"PRSSA wanted to get involved the idea is good. 'They are relatively
with
pro_moting
Homecoffiing inexpensive and can l:,e used all year
· Weekend and SCSU as a whole," round. It will help the atmosphere at
Wegener said. 'These hankies will be sporting events."
useful all year round and by making . Husky Hankies are being sold from
the money to purchase the hankies - 11 a.m. until 2 p.m. today and
upfront. it allowed them to pursue the tomorrow in the Atwood Memorial I========= = = = = = =
idea"
Center.
PRSSA Vice President DaNette
Hankies will also be sold at both
p
Byers said due to diminished th~ football game and hockey gam~~ ·
· J\GE 1
funds within PRSSA a fundraiser was this weekend.
needed.
The Husky Hankies cost $3.
"It would have been nice to collect some of it myself,
but it mak~ a gu)'. feel like he's givi'1g something back to
this university," said Sinz, who red-shirted his first year at
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OVER ONE MILLION
OFTHE.BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVEALRMDY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.

W

.hen it comes ~o planning a comfortable future, over 1.8 million of
America's ,best and brightest count on
TIAA-CREF. With ~190 billion in assets,
we're the world's largest retirement
company, the nation's leader in customer
satisfac.tion, and the oveiwhelming choice ·
of people iri education, .research and
related fields?
The reason? For nearly 80 years,
TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent
solutions to America's long-tenn planning
needs. We pioneere.d portable benefits.
We invented the variable annuity and
helped popularize the very concept of
stock inv~sting for retirement planning.
Today, TI~-CREF's expertise offers

an impressive range of ways to help you
create a comfortable and secure tomorrow.
From the guarantees of TIAA's top-rated
Tr~ditional Annuity 00 to the additional
growth opportunitii;s of our variable investment accounts, you'll £ind the pexibiliiy and
diversiiy you need to help you meet your
long-tenn goals. And they're all backed by
some of the most knowledgeable investment
managers in the industry.
To learn more about the world's premier retirement organization, speak to one
of our expert consultants al: l 800 842-2776
(8 a'.m.-11 p.m. ET) . Or better still, speak
to one of your colleagues. Find out why,
when it comes to planning for tomorrow,
great minds think a1ike.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa:.Cr ef.or8'
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"When I had my first ~ onJy blackout, 1 decided that
I have too much going for me and I don't wllnt to ruin
everything by drinking," Swenson ,said.
..,
According to Whitson, if someone cannot take care of
themselves while intoxicated, they will be in the custody
of the police until they are sober.
A study done in 1995 at SCSU sho~ed that half of the
students who drink will drive while intoxicated, Kane
said.
'
According to Whiton, the police department Will be
cracking . down this Homecoming on noise, parties,
underage drinking and drinking and driving.
·
"You will probably not be able to walk a block this
weekend without seeing a police officer on foot, in a tar
or on a bicycle," Officer Whitson said.
"I'm glad I crune to this presentation, because now I
know t!Je consequences of drinking and what police can
and cannot do," said freshman Betti Maus.
"If you don't have the money to pay for a ticket, don't
drink this weekend," Swenson said.

¥
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Players are only eligible for four years; therefore some
players opt to save a year of eligiblity by sitting out their
first year, working to hone their skills.
Burger King will donate a total of $1 million in
scholarships to colleges and universities in the names of
_outstanding athletes for eight consecutive weeks.
''If shows we have some great
young people in our program. and
Jeremy has been one of those
outstanding young men," said
SCSU Football Head Coach Noel
Martin. "It was a ~ t honor for St.
Cloud State."
.
According to Shawn· 'leal,
executive director of University
Relaiioru; and SCSU Foundation,

~~~v!!~y~

g;;.~~algoscl~~~rs~~; JEREMY SINZ
fund where it will be disbursed among students who have
financial need.
At the end of the season, there will be four $25,000
finalists and one national $100,000 winner.
The Burger King College Football Scholarship
Program has donated over $3.3 million the last three
years. This scholarship is the largest of its kind.
Sinz will also be up for a National Football Foundation
Scholarship award, which will be decided in the next two
weeks.
''Once we entered Sinz's name into one scholarship he
was automatically entered for the National Foundation
Scholarship," Nelson said.
The difference in ~ scholarships is 15 students
•nationwide are selected for an $ 18,000 graduate studies
scholarship. This is made out in their name, rather than to
the college or university they are attending.
According to Martin, Rick Rogers was the last player
at SCSU to receive the graduate schQlarship in 1989.
"I remember coming across ·Jeremy's name as I was
putting all the entries together," said Rick Walls, special
project manager of the National Football Foundation.
''Tbere is a real good group of athletes this year and its
going to be a tough decision to make."
Sinz, originally from Edgar, Wis., plans on graduating
at the end of this spring. He looks to attend graduate
school after finishing his undergraduate program.
Sinz is a three-year starter for the Huskies, where he
has posted over 254 tacldes in his career. He was also
named MVP of the defense.
Sinz is currently rated second on the team with 50
tackks this season through five games.
Sinz will not only be remembered at SCSU for the
number of tackles he has racked up in four years, but also
for the contribution he left other en~avoring students.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."
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bringing them 10 worse things."
"There are 30,IXX) different things which can be
made of cannabis, which are m;>w made o"f
petroleum," said Ha&er. He ~ d ~y ignoring the
efficiency of hemp, over a penod of 20 years the
world has cul down half the world's rain forests. A
major cause of water pollution is the paper industry.
Chemicals from the wood pulp cloud up rivers. Once
chemicals get into the river they someti~ pass
through drinking ·water and cause diseases, according
to Hager.
"My belief is to make people
has on the inner city.
work with the planet We need to
"I would advocate the federal
stop sowing the seeds of disease to
government to do extensive
our children," said Hager.
studies on the medicinal uses. If
Sliwa's zero tolerance campaign
they proved to help people with
is 10 protect children who get caught
severe illnesses, and met the
in crime associated with the selling
FOA's rigid guidelines. then I
and buying of marijuana."
would endorse these uses," Sliwa
·· The wholesalers and retailers
said.
.
don't care, they are only in the
According to Hager, longbusiness for • the profit. The
tenn studies of pot smokers have
wholesaler's and retailer's whole
found that smokers live longer
iL
objective is to give marijuana to the
than non-smokers. " There have
kids,
because they'll come back for
been no studies of any harmful
Michelle Oswald
·more," said Sliwa.
eff~ or deaths from marijuana
FRESHMAN
He also stated that marijuana
use," said Hager.
was a catalyst which triggers
However, Kaiser Pcnnanente,
teenagers in the inner-city to be
the largest Health Maintenance
Organization in the nation, did a study on marijuana 'killing machines.'
Sliwa said, "When people are under the innuence
use showing evidence that refuted his theories. Their
findings suggest marijuana smoke interferes with the of marijuana, they go beyond hu!Jlan description.
lungs' j nfection-fighting macrophage activity. They get paranoid, suffer memory loss, depression,
Smokers reported to the doctors office for non- famil y situa1ions get broken, and there is a lot of
emergency respiratory complaints 19 percent more anger. People don't need marijuana to survive. It
makes them loosy-goosy, they make mistakes, other
often than non-smokers did.
The U.S. Department of Health and Human medicines may help," Sliwa said.
8 0th speakers answered questions from the
Services -also disagrees with Hager's statement Their
studies have found several long-tenn effects of audience. They finished with their closing remarks.
marijuana use, which include infertility, impotency Sliwa closed by saying this issue is one of morality.
To some it is a pleasurable desire and others more
and lessened sexual pleasure.
Freshman Michelle OswaJd said, ''I agree with his a struggle 'for survival.
Hagar closed saying confiscating people's
(Sliwa's] points of view. He was very open with using
hemp for medicinal purposes that prove 10 be helpful. personal-possessions, including marijuana possession
He was open 10 using them for c\Olh, paper and other is not worth it. There are better ways to spend $ 15
products 100," said Oswald. "You can't tell me people billion, other than seending this much on an anti-drug
· liffl ~ up from it. or by awareness budget.
Sliwa, caking the anti-legalization view, stated
citizens in ocher states will not vote for this
refonn,because or their strong morals. He added,
"The gateway of marijuana leads to more dangerous
drugs like c.ocaine and heroin." Ten percent of people
who are addicted can not be !gnored as human speed
bumps. The JO percent witl) drug-related problems
affect the 90 percent of the population, said Sliwa.
Three topics Sliwa focused on were the effects of
marijuana use on children, the plant used as a
seduction tool, and the impact it

You can't tell me
, p eople haven't
gotten their lives
screwed up from
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AMA markets
-.
Homeconung
.

·.-

.

by Riley Worth
ASSISTANTJ,«NAGING EDITOR

Seniora Ryan Aom and Sarah
Quam will ooth graduate this year
and hope to get good jobs with their
marketing degrees.
Bui, minus the pay and their
degrees, both are finding out what
it's like to be employed full -time
already.
.
They are the president and vicepresident of American Marketing
Association and in charge of
marketing
for ·
SCSU's
Homecoming. Since the beginning
of school this year and the end or
last school year, they have been
putting in 30 to 40 hours a week
making this the most -publicized
Homecoming in recent memory.
The two formed a committee
consisting -of 20 to 25 AMA
me"mbers and took on the project
full steam. They have done a
variety of things including sending
letters out to about 120 businesses
asking them lo help spread the word
about Home.coming. For example,
the . front-desk workers at the
Holiday Inn will be wearing SL
Cloud State sweatshirts at work this
weekend
and
ARAMARK
employees ' will be wearing
Homecoming T-shirts that AMA
was in charge of designing and
ordering. Also, they have been
putting fliers in the doons., putting
up signs around town, and
deCOr.Jting buildings. Deciding
what was feasible and what was not
was also their responsibility.
"To look back on everything, it's
really an honor to say we did this
for the whole school," said Quam, a

double major in marketing and
speech communication.
For Flom, also a marketing
major, the banner that was recently
stolen, symbolized AMA's effort .
and commitmepL
·
"We were trying- to make a big
impact and that was our signature
item, and to have it go within·the
"first 24 hours of hanging it hurts,"
said Flom, who had been working
on getting the banner since midJuly.
1be idea staned last school year
when Sany Wegeller went to the'
executive board of AMA and asked
if anyone would be interested in
taking on the large task or
marketing Homecoming.
Quam said it was a nice fit for
her, as she had been involved in
planning some Homecoming events
wilh UPB, but wanted 10 be
inVOlved in _the marketing end since
that was what she was going lo
school for.
"I knew what Homecoming was
all about, but I wanted to take ii a
step further," she said. "So I went
for it. It's become my whole life
since school started this year."
For Wegener it was also a nice
fit, since hiring an outside
marketing group to do !he
marketing was not feasible. Plus, he
knew how valuable working on a
project like this could be for the
members of AMA.
"By hiring AMA we're getting
thousands of . dollars worth of
professi6nal work ·done," Wegener
said "Conversely, they' re getting
thousands of dollars worth of
experience."
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EDITORIAL

Time to pick sides
in stadium~debate
It's time to pick a seat on the latest bandwagon.
The sew twinkie stadium.
,
Twins owner Carl Pohland and his clan are worth
something like· $ 1.5 billion, not including stocks. And
he has the entire state in an uproar because he wants
Minnesota to build his team a new stadium. He's even
got Gov. Arne Carlson running around for him. Should
we support this idea? Should we give a billionaire even

more money~
Whyn.ot?
Face the· facts. Pohlad didn't get to be a billionaire
by making bad deals. If he can't get his deal here, he'll
go somewhere else. Some are thinking good riddance,
but think back to the loss of the North Stars. Norm
Green is still a hated name here yet. Right now we
need·the Twins more than the Twins need us. It isn' t
right, it isn' t fair, but it it the truth.
Let's not forget the Vikings. They'll get a new
stadium in the next few years too - actually the odds
on getting the HHH Uncomfodome n;modeled are
pretty good. They came in waaayyy under budget on
the original project. Ever wonder why? Because they
cut every comer they could think of to justify it to the
people. Now instead of a useable, long-term facility,
we're stuck with a really big room full of chaiJ;s most ·
-yellT'tllt!S"WUO!d love-to sit in. And the-seating is
one of the nicer attributes. The sound system is bad
enough to make an 8-track in a '78 Pinto sound good.
The upshot of all this is we need a new stadium. It's
going to have to be sooner rather than later, and it's
going to have to be now to keep the Twins.
Why should we let another city take ow:.team? It's a
matter of pride, something we see all too little of in
Minnesota when we talk abqut sports teams. The
Twins went to the World Series twice in five years. It
happened as recently as six years ago. Everyone seems
to forget.that when it comes time.lo spem:I money. ,
There's a great deal of money to be had and lost in
sports these d;lys. Let's use this opportunity to make
· money instead of losing again.
Incidently, not 'm any people truly believe the Twins
will leave, but most of those people thought the Stars
would shine in Minnesota forever.
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Has men's golf taken a back
seat to other. sports at SCSU?
For division m teamslike Gustavus-Adolphus
and Augsburg College,
golf is an integral sport in
their
intercollegiate
programs, At the
University of
Minnesota, the
men's golf team
has enjoyed
immense success.
; Meanwhile, at
the division II .
lev~l, like St. Cloud State,
most people aren't even
aware there is a men 's golf
team.
It should·be noted the
team has had success
despite their lack of
backing.
They've finished second
in the North Central
Conference four years in a
row and have had four allconference performances
in the past three years.
The team has no
scholarship money.
Meanwhile, all the
"'.Omen's golf teams in the
NCC conference give out
golf scholarships. For
small-market male sports ,
such as golf, swimming
and wrestling, this
becomes a form of reverse
discrimination.
Meanwhile; it would be
much appreciated if

someone cotild explain
altogether.
why the men's !lolfteam
The lack ofrespect
budget is barely half as
from the administration is
big as the men's tennis
such a problem that
team.
members of past teams
In a meeting
have been denied the
before tryouts this
opportunity.to compete in
year, Coach Brett · regional play after
Petersen strongly
qualifying.
stated, ''Jlris (golf)
I think it's fair to say if
program is not
the football team qualified
intramural.'.' I think for regionals they'd·!>e
the only people
there competing. Why has
who need
the golf team not been.
reminding of that is the
extended the same
athletic
.• . '
·
privilege?
administration·. =====•-•■-== As long
Is the athletic
as SCSU
administration
men's golf
responsible for
The way it
is treated
the lack of
stands now I this.way,
support and
they will
interest in the
wouldn't tell
continue to
golf program or
a,ryone to come produce
is it just that golf
only allis not highly
·play golf at SCSU conference
regarded within - - - - - - - - - players
our society?
rather than
Obviously, the latter
, all-Americans.
answer is not true because
Coach Brett Petersen is
golf is ·one of the fastest
trying to improve things,
growing sports in
but there is only so much
America, and the college
he can do.
forum should reflect that.
He has set up a good
Instead, here at SCSU,
fund-raiser for the team
the available roster spots
for this winter so that's a
have been cut from 10
step in the right direction.
players in 1995 to seven in
The way it stands now, I
1996. Five are needed just wouldn' t tell anyone to
to field a team. What's
come to SCSU to play
next? Cutting the program golf.

• •
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Life's a journey,
not a destination
It's a.Friday night when most,students living in -a
castle in Alnwick, England should be out at the
pubs. But tonight is different.There is stress yet .
excitement; fear yet curiosity in the air.
Tomorrow the SCSU students living in Alnwick
castle will begin their first journey on their ·own. It's
break time and it looks like Greece and the'United
OVERSEAS

Kingdom are the most popular

OPINION

amongst this group.
Junior Rosie Vosika will be

I

~:;~~~i~i~~~t~~. which is

a train pass for Britain.
"I think this trip will be very
different than what we have
been doing," said Vosika "It's
our first taste of traveling
abroad. So far we have been
living in a -castle in a small
KARLEE
community and now we are going
out on our own. It will seem like
MORGAN
we are really here."
• .
Not all students are using the same mode of
transportation in the United Kingdom. Some are
hitch-hiking, taking it day by day. Others are
hopping from bus to bus, train to train, yet all will
Last year, a student government
have the same first-time experience.
representative spoke to my
Three sophomores, Ellen Sopcek, Krista Boyden,
instructor in the art department.
and Shannon McCarthy, are hitcb-hiking across the
This student government
Uoilcd Kingdom. Before they depart, they will
representative stated to my
prepare signs for the road and pack.
instructor that if the art
''We hope to meet lots of cool people along-our
department doesn't start
journey;' Mc_Carthy said. "Dublin will be the most
publicizing their art gallery, that it
exciting along with kissing the Blarney Stone in
would lose fupding. I happened to
Ireland."
be listening to this conversation
Junior Kayla Bishop, from Mankato State
and laughed out loud. Ha!
University, will be traveling with sophomore Missy
Publicize! Who was ihis kid to say
Vejtruba amongst others to Greece, Italy, and
that the art department needs to
Turkey.
publicize, when not even one Out
"I already traveled around Great Britain a lot and of 10 students at SCSU knows ·
I wanted.to go somewhere completely different and
what student government does?
fun," said Vejtruba "I expect to see the Statue of
As a reader, ask yourself these
David and the sandy shores of Greece and Turkey;'
questions·1 asked some students.
Vejtruba said.
What does student government
"I think it will be extremely difficult going places
do? Where 31\d when does student
where I can't understand the language, so I want to
government meet? When and
go to a place where no words are needed, the nude
what was the last referendum we
beaches;' said.Bishop.
voted on? Where would I, as a
Even though most students are traveling to
student, find out' about the
Greece and the United Kingdom, some are going to
answers to these questions? When
Amsterdam, Germany, and Prague. _
I asked these questions last year in
"We are traveling to Munich which is a cool town
one of my courses, the only one
with a different.culture and then to Berlin," said
that could answer any of these
sophomore Tony Pierce. "In Amsterdam we are
quCstioos·was a student
going to the-red-light district."
.
government representative.
Eric Swanson was a student on this program in
Nobody could even guess what
the past and is now the assistant director of the
student government does, when it
program. He commented on how different it is
meets, or what the last referendum
traveling as an experienced traveler versus a first
time explore~.
"I .think there is a lot less preperation anxiefy with
an experienced traveler," said Swanson. ''You ·
become less concerned about having everything
planned out, which makes the trip less stressful. All I
had to buy was a rail ticket for this break! By the
end of this trip the students will have more realistic
expectations as to how much ·you can do in one trip."
Wherever the.students are traveling, it will be a
unique and unforgettable experience. With a world
full of these opportunities, life's a journey: not a
destination.

What does student government do?
was about. And all of the students something done. Ha! I laugh,
because without the Chronicle
surveyed thought you could find
student governme.nt woukhi't
out about student government in
reach any students. The Chronicle
the Chronicle. The students were
prints over 5,000 copies of their
all wrong.
One of the main things student papei- two times a week, reaching
government has control over is
over o·ne third of our university.
where the student activity fees go, When have you seen student
yet student government gives the
government trying to reach
students no clue on how it is
anyone?
spending ~e money. Since I have
Chronicle-STOP PRINTING
TIIE PAPER! Show student
been attending this university,
(roughly five years) I have not
government the Chronicl~ has
once seen the minutes of a student more support from tbe students. ,
government meeting in the
Stop printing the paper and get the
Chrohicle or anywhere else. The
attention of the students. Show the
·students we need to take control
only time r see anything about
student government is when the
of student government and their
student government needs
actions. Maire the students stand
representatives, obviously
up fdr something they believe in,
showing us no one is interested in the belief in the knowledge of
being involved. Maybe it's
what's going on! Stop printing
because nobody knows what the
until student government starts
heck student government does.
informing .the students about
The past few weeks the
where their money goes and who
Chronicle and the student
student govern~ent is cutting off
government have been arguing
funding to. You will see that
.
about student government cutting
students would have, and will not,
off the funding for the Chronicle
continue to let this cutting off of
because they did not tum in a
funds go on.
membership list last spring. Once
Katie Michaelson
again, usirig it's government
Senior
power of cutting off funds to get
Graphic design
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Senior leads Huskies
byTyson Jahn

switch from · basketball to volleyball in high
school. Also, she said Viger enjoys running as a
hobby. _
Jllley Viger, a senior at SCSU, played 26.games last
Besides 'playing volleyball at SCSU, Viger
season and was voted Most Improved Player by her was involved in Student Athletic Mentorship
teammates on the volleyball team.
_ (SAM), which is an organization that talks
1n·those 26 matches · she recorded 144 kills 177 not only about the relations of sports and
digs, _
and '
23
bl~ks. - academic .
life,
but
also
day•to•day
This ieason, already she has played in 22 games problems.
'Through
in
the
volleyball, I was
position of
involved in Girl
outside hitter
Scout
Day and
and leads the
being a H;usky team
with
Hauler. I am most
264kills.
Cami,
proud
of
Viger has
voluntet!ring in
shown
National Girl's
extensive
and
Women's
leadership for
Day. It's an event
the
very
where went to
young SCSU
junior highs to
volleyball
JuleyViger
encourage girls to
team, which
advocate,
SCSU SENIOR OUTSIDE HITTER
consists of
participate, and
only
three
volunteer
in
seniors, two
activities,
mentioned
juniors, three sophomores and seven first year players.
She doesn't feel pressured or expected to lead the Viger.
Viger plans to graduate this spring or
team just because she is one of the few seniors or
, because of past acheivements by such stars as Cami summer with honors. She mentioned that she
wants to go to Europe during the summer and
Selbitschka Heather Modean.
'Tm not pressured to do well," Viger said. '1 can't she wants to work in a finance group this fall and try to
involved
in
commercial
banking.
be compared to Cami, be:ause we have a different style get
of play and different roles as to who will be the go-to- Also, she ffilght be looking towards a five to six year
_graduate school.
Halenbeck Hall. Viger leads player," commented Viger.
Advice
fro m
Viger:
"Volleyball
SCSU In both kills and digs
Viger has been playing volleyball since she
and has been one of the bright was 13 years old. She said she did not is a dynamic sport. There are lots of
and
downs.
Don't
ever
give
always
play
volleyball,
but
made
the ups
spots on this year's team.
up."
STAFF WRITER

I can't be compared·to
because
we have-a different style ofplay and
different roles ofas to who will be the
go-to-player.

SU senior outside hitte,
Juley Viger goes up for a spike
during a practice drill
Wednesday afternoon at

SCSU hopingfor Homecoming dividends
SCSU hoping to bounce back after heartbreaking loss to SDSU

I

I
by Rob L.aPtante
SPORTS EDfTOR

The SCSU football team is so
focused on winning Saturday's game
against Augustana College, nothing,
including Homecoming will stand in
their
way.
"Another way of looking at it, is 11
times you play a football game, and this
weekend is just another game," said
SCSU junior and wide receiver Mike
McKinney. "Everyone is looking at each
game with as much importance, but to
win on your homecoming would be
nice."
After dropping last Saturday's
heartbreaker 20- 16 to South Dakota
State University, the Huskies (2-2
North Central Conference, 3-3 overall)
will look to bounce back this Saturday
against the Vikings (1-3 NCC, 3-3
overall).
·
SCSU q,uarterback Jon Miller said he

It was a real tough loss to take. We can't look
back at that game. We have to put it behind us
andfocus on this weekend and try and movefrom
there.
Jon Miller
SCSU QUARTERBACK
is confident the team has shook off their
second loss to SDSU. ·
"It was a real tough loss to take,
"Miller Said. "We can't look back at
that game. We have to put it behind us
and focus on this weekend and try
and
move
on
from
there."
Like the Huskies, Augustana has been
struggling on offense, averaging 18. 7
points per game.
The Huskies will not have to deal
with last year's quarterback Pat Graham,
who fini shed hiS senior season last year
gaining a Second Team All-NCC
spot.
_The Vikings are led this season at

quarterback
b)'
freshman- E ric
DeGraff.
DeGraff beat out St. Paul native Mike
A llen for this year's starting spot.
Augustana is also led by wide
receiver Chad Gomarko-, who has caught
3 1 receptions for 396 yards tftis season,
including a 69-yard touchdown strike
last Saturday.
Despite a 35-7 Augustana loss
last Saturday, a9d a 1-3 NCC record,
McKinney said they are not ta)dng this
game lightly.
"Everyone in the NCC can beat
anybody on any given time," McKinney
said . " It 's going to be a dogfight these
last few weeks and we have to

concentrate
on
Augustana
this
weekend."
Defensivelf,
Augustana
has
allowed a league low 128 passing yards
per game, but are vulnerable to the
. run, ailowing a- league high 221 yards
. per game.
·
Miller said in order for the Huskies
to be- successful, they have to continue to
do what they do best and not worry
about what Augustana does.
"So far this season, teams have
been running against them," Miller said.
" I don 't know what it is that
teams are doing," but we just have to
worry about keeping our balanced
attack going, because that is what has
been working for us all year."
He .added, "We are not taking
them lightly. We have to get this
win to keep our playoff hopes alive."
The Huskies will be counting On senior running back Jerry Reitan, - who
is comi ng off hi s second I 00-yard
game of the year.
Reitan , has filled
in
nicely,
McKinney said.
"We
have
been
confident
with our running game all year long,"
McKinney said.
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SCSU hoping luck of Irish stops here
Notre Dame to invade Nation~/ Hockey Center

-•- -~=~~~=~~-___ ~~~:t~;~;~~:r ~::e~e~:~
I

by RobLaPlante
SPORTS EDITOR

With a little bit of luck from the
Irish, the Huskies are hoping for a
weekend sweep of Notre Dame at
the National Hockey Center.
SCSU is fresh off a 4-2 victory
over the University of Regina last
Saturday, and will look to continue
their
winning
ways
over
Homecoming weekend with a pair
of games with the Fighting
Irish.
Last season, the Huskies and
Notre Dame split in their head-tohead meeting. Notre Oame won
Friday's game 5-2, but SCSU
bounced back for a 2-1 victory
Saturday night.
.
SCSU senior center Rob
Klasnick said the Huskies would
like to come away with a sweep, but
it will take a big effort to gain one:
"Definitely, it "':'Ould be nice to
gain a sweep," Klasnick said. "It
will be a tough weekend. Notre
Dame is a better team than the team
we faced last year. They had a
young team last year and this
season, most of them are back."
Heading into the weekend, the
Irish have posted a record of 1-0,

rebound goals," Lund said. ''The
main thing is, we have to play good
defense in order to win."
gall)e, while allowing 14.
Offensively, the Huskies will
Senior center Steve Noble had look to sophomore forwards Mike
three assists for Notre Dame, while · Rucinski and Matt Noga, along
senior netminder Matt Eisler picked with junior forward Jason Goulet to
up the win in goal.
provide some offense.
Eisler, wlio came up big in goal
In the two game series last year,
last year. against the Huskies, is the trio combined for seven points
expected to start both games this during the weekend.
weekend.
''Those guys will have to
KJasnick sajd 'the Huskies will • continue to score," Lund said. "I am
have
to
sure
Notre
create their
Dame will be
own scoring
watching
chances this
those
guys
weekend.
this
"(Eisler)
weekend."
is a good
Freshman
goalie,"
forward Peter
Klasnick
Torsson
said.
provided the
"Anytime
Huskies with
you face a
an offensive
Rob Klasnick
good goalie,
sp_ark in the
SCSU SENIOR CENTER
you have to
wm
try·
and
Regina
cr.eate traffic
Torsson
in
front
of
the
net scored the game winning goal in the
and get off as many shots as third period, and added an assist.
possible."
Klasnick said the young players
In SCSU's 4-2 win last have looked good, but right now it
Saturday, the Huskies were able to is too early in the season to judge
get two reOOund goals, which is them.
something SCSU sophomore
"In practice, you can tell the
defenseman Tom Lund' said needs (freshman) arc good players,"
to continue.
Klasnick said. "Right now it is
"It will be nice to get a few more early, but I am sure they will get
0

The Irish fired 50 shots in the

Anytime you play at
home it's an.
advantage

their chances to show something
this weekend."
The only other freshman player
to suit up last Saturday was
defenseman Brian Gaffaney.
Gaffaney (6-5, 210 pounds),
was a second round draft pick of the
Pittsburgh Penguins in last seasons
National Hockey League dr3.ft.
Last Saturday he played a
physical role against Regina,
collecting three minor penalties in
the game.
This weekend's games will also
be part of SCSU's Homecoming.
Klasnick said the entire
weekend should be goo:i for both
the fans and the players.
"I'm sure the atmosphere will be
better," Klasnick said. "Personally,
I'm _excited about playing at home
in front of the alumni."
Both Friday and Saturday's
games with Notre .Dame are
scheduled to face-off at 7:05 p.m. at
the National Hockey Center.
The weekend games will mark
the second and third straight game
played at home. The Huskies will
play their first seven games of the
season at home.
"Anytime you play at home it's
an advantage," Klasnick said. "We
consider · the
National
Hockey Center one of the
toughest rinks to play in.
Still we have to play hard, but I like
our chances playing in our rink."

You've heard
the pitch...
are you. ready
to swing?
If you' re on the fence

abo~i writing for
University
Chronicle straddle
no more. We have
jobs to fit anyone's
schedule. As a staff
writer, you write at
least one story every
three issues and get
paid $10 for each
one, no requirements.
Come down to our
office today and fill
out an
application.
Help carry the voice
of SCSU on the
pages of the

Puzzled about how to get
involved at SCSU?

~~~
Here's-the
missing piece.

~cffp
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World Series will go with:no.Atlanta
If you haven't been watching this
season's baseball playoffs,

super.staff assembled by the Atlanta

~::~n~:o~~ [e~es~:nfa~g~~

~~

FROM

nm

Braves.

World SeriCs that isn't the Atlanta Braves

tribe.

.

The AL has also had its grand share of
wonderful stories on the side.
For the
Orioles, Eric
Davis
1
1 • fgught
CHEAP SFA1S
::::~~~
Phi::~ia
his way through chemotherapy. This
now.
they still found a way.
1993? That set up another dramatic finish to big
stick
for
This season's playoffs have
Florida may have spent a the fall classic.
Baltimore captivated his teamriiates,
been a gem, and that's an
bundJe to tty and buy a world ·
In the American League this season, the causing them to pay tribute by putting his
understatement. This could
titJe, but the no-name stars came Cleveland Indians have proven there is life number'on the si9f of their helmets.
Also, the brother vs. brother
quite possibly be the best set of
through for the Marlins when the after Kenny Lofton and AJbert Belle.
playoffs since the 1\vins won
chips were· down.
'While Mike Hargrove's crew is gutting it battle of Sandy Alomar and Roberto
the 1991 World Series with
· The . ultimate thanks go to out in the . playoffs, Belle is probably Alomar. in the American League
Kirby Puckett's display of
Livan Hernandez (who?), whose blaming somebody for his sub-par season championship series was grand. Just when ·
clutch hitting and Gene
near flawless pitching flung (but he is rich), and Lofton is crying in his one
would
get
Larkin's curtain call.
Florida into the World Series - , beer, wishing he'd never been traded to the the upper hand on his brother, the other
upped the ante.
,
so!ev:fu;~~:;:,h:i
BY KERRY
~u~n~o~\~~:r:-bo~ta
Na~~a~~~\nd the Baltimore Orioles
All around, the playoffs have
stories on the side have even
CoUJNS
Counsell (double who?), the guy have shown a lot of guts in the American been. wonderful. So quit complaining about
enhanced
the
already
who destroyed the so-called League Championship Series, with nearly the strike zone and quit saying baseball is
wonderful post-season.
· unstoppable Brave pitchers with a .429 every game going down to the final out.
boring.
Look at the Florida Marlins. Labeled as average against the ·defending National
Tony Fernandez' home run in the top of
Just ~ on the television, sit back and
a team with only one good pitcher, they League champs.
the 11th led the way for the Indians in a enjoy the rest of the national pasttime.
were not supposed to hold a candle to the
It will be refreshing to see a team· in the dramatic return to the World Series for the There's only cme se_ries left to enjoy.
don't even begin to thin~ of

- a pereflniaJ doonnat for whoever is there

Even when the Marlins_lost

~~~

:r:!~o~:~r

from the American League.

ihillf~n~~:~I tht~~ves ~~

=g

Unt your team spirit with:
•T-shirts
•S·wea~tshirts
•Jackets

·

For groups, -~organizations or iiitermural ports

Customized SCSU Hockey Jerseys
8th St. N • St. Cloud, Minn. • (320) 252-2600
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Sunday, October 2,6, 1997
11 a.rn. to 3 p.m.
Juin us a.s we cclcbratC

' 50 years of !ifdung
learning oppurtu_11ities!
· Fealurc<l cvcnls for lhe
<lay include:

V

•Pajama

~~~~r

• Musical cntci:tUinmcnl
• Meet ·o ur faculty
and staff

.

'Alcohol an~ Non alcoholic ~rink specials all day!

The doctor told
I had ·a Tullius.
"Oh my gosh!"
I said. ''Call I get that
Wlth Cheese?"

.

.

· At Erhert;. & Gerhert'R f~hneAA count<J, not only when it comes to our
Ra.nrlwiclw!, hut alM with the way we loo~ at the world. Take the
~imple art of naming a AAJ1rlwich. ~ e prefer names· like The Halley's

Comet, The Bornk, or The Girf. Not exactly nonnal, lmt then again,
yon have to ask yotlN'lelf, who wants a- no~ ~anrlwich? l\lake imre
yon visit Erbert & Gerbert's anrl tiy one of our fourteen rlelicious
sanrlwiches. Sanrlwiches as uncommon as their names.

- - - - -- - -

ERBERT"GERBER[f
SUBS0CCLLJBS
---

-----

Visit our location at 8 J,'ifth Ave. N., or for rlelivery call 253-4963.

SI: CLOUD TECHNICAL

• "Oktuberiest~

COLLEGE

refreshments
• Fun and games!
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arge number of St.!,ldents
gathered Monday night, in
pite of the snow, for the
annual Homecoming TaJent Show.
Twelve acts showed· off their
abilities at this event, which was held in
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium.
There was plenty of tTlusical talent
and keeping with tradition, a skit by the
Rowing Club.
All the aces were competing for big
prizes, including $ JOO for the top prize,
T-shirts, and gift
certificates.
~

duet, to a performance on the
aboriginal instrument, the didgeridoo.
April
Lindner,
sophomore,
performed an original country song
called "Don't Take it Personally." She

took second place and a prize of $75.
Peter Gale, sophomore, and his
band IzWuz, got the crowd going with
a song called -"Shooting Star." They
petfonned four songs, three of which
were original.

Ga1e said the atmosphere was more
one of fun than one
of competition.

The

participants were
judged
on
creativity,

composure,
precision, attitude,
originaJity, and the
crowd's response.
Robert
Kraemer,
sophomore, was
first with the song
"Foolish Games"
by . Jewel. He was
accompanied by
Lori
Wellens,

Above, Lukas Johnson, senior, has been playing the didgeridoo for about one and onehalf years. He said he first became interested after hearing the instrument on a compact
disc, he then bought one at the Renaissance Festival and taught himsett to play.

1be thing I reaTly
like about the
talent show is that
it brings back the
school spirit.
Peter Gale

"A lot of the
people in the acts
know each other
already,'' Gale said.
"So it was fun

competing
everyone."

with

IzWuz went on

to take third place in
the talent show.
Gale said that was a
small .
thrill,
compared to just

playing in front of a
live audience.
"I love playing
for huge crowds,"
he said. "There was a really good turnout and a lot of audience response."
Sophomore Matt Crouch performed
two acoustic songs. He followed a
group of students performing "Ice, Ice
Baby" complete With Vanilla Ice-like
moves.
"I don't dance or anything," Crouch
joked as he arrived on stage. 'That's a
good way to clear a room."
Crouch did not have to dance - his
singing abilities have been impressing
audiences for a few years now. He
appeared in and won last year's taJent
show and as well as a number of
campus events.
But Lukas Johnson, senior, really
got the crowd excited with his unique
ability to play the didgeridoo.
He used the audience as part of the
music and later switched to the
hannonica.
Johnson was given $100 as the first
prize winner and was invited to
perfonn as part of the coronation
ceremony Wednesday night.
With its record attendance and large
number of acts, the University
Programming Board is calling this
year's Homecoming Talent Show a
huge success. Gale thought so, too.
'1:he thing I really like about the
talent show is that it brings back the
school spirit," he said. "It gets everyone
involved with Homecoming activities
in a safe and sober way."

SOPHOMORE

sophomore, on the piano.
He was followed by an array of
musicians. from student bands, to a

At left, Dan Hooper, a junior,
performed with Blues on the
House. The band includes
Hooper, junior Greg Leslie and
sophomore Dave Novak, and has
been together since September
of this year. Their next
performance is Dec. 5 at Java z.
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Wotnen's Showcase ·i s -b ack ag~in
Event created for women, by women, returns to St. Cloud for the fifth year
Speakers from previous years · sophomor;. ''The women who
have included Joan Rivers and attend this will be more educated
Vicki Lawrence, both talk show about it and that could really help
hosts,
'1 think it is really important chat
them in the long run."
we have something like this in SL
The Showcase will feature 250
AJth~gh most response to the
Cloud," said Jackie Louwagie,
exhibits including a food court, a Women's Showcase was positive,
sophomore. "It brings women's
JCPenney fashion stage, a Cellular not everyone agreed that it was a
issues to the forefront of people's
2000 entertainment stage, as well as beneficial event.
minds."
'T think it's a sexist event," said
cooking and home sections.
Women's Showcase '97
Other speakers will Ryan Larson. "If there is a
is being presented Oct. 18 at
include
Toni
Turner,
the SL Cloud Civic Center.
JCPenney's women's fashion
St. Cloud is hosting this
specialist. The JCPenney fa11
event which focuses on
line will be featured in a
women and related issues
fashion show in . addition to
I think it is really
for the fifth year.
Turner's presentation.
SCSU students are able
important that we have
"When I have gone in
to get involved on two
previous years, I've thought
something like this in St that
different levels - as a
the most beneficial thing
participant and a volunteer.
me was seeing the new
Cloud It brings women's for
"Women's Showcase
clothes that are out for the
seenis valuable because it
year in the fashion show," said
issues to the fare.front.
shows how a woman's place
Georg a
Windsperger,
in society is expanding from
Jackie Louwagie
sophomore.
the conservative view of it
Bill Nelson, •a former
SOPHOMORE
that people have had in the
SCSU self defense instructor,
past," said Eric Montag,
will be making a presentation
sophomore.
on loweri ng one's risk of
Volunteer
positions
for
The keynote speaker will be sexual-assault. He is the author of a
Women's Showcase are being Suzanne Somers, · an actress book, "Your Weapon Within."
organized through the As.sociation appearing on the sitcom, "Step By
"Information about sexual
for Women in Communication. Step." Somers is also known for violence is very beneficial, so to
Volunteers will handle tickets, take lbighmaster infomercials and the have it at an event such as this is
photographs and hand out surveys. sitcom, 'Three's Company."
really p~uctive," said Pam Bums,

by Erin Ghere ·
STAFF WRITER

They also serve as customer seryice
representatives.
"This is a non-threatening
atmosphere towards volunteering,
especially because it's only
women," said Trudy Trowbridge,
junior and vice-president of AWC.
Although the event is aimed at
women, men·are invited to attend.

Women's Showcase celebrating
women, why i$n'I there a similar
event celebrating men?"
The event will be held from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. The cost for tickets
is $5, or $10 to see S11zanne
Somers.
For more in/oration regarding
volunteering,
contact Trudy

Trowbridge at 203-7404-.

University Village Townhomes
Openings for the 1997-1998 school year

Four bedroom townhomes for individual or
groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
with three trips per hour to SCSU
Features Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heated Swimming Pool
Sand Volleyball Court ,
Free Parking/Outlets
Heat and Water Paid
Phone/Cable in Bedrooms
Ceiling Fans in Bedrooms
Keyed Bedroom Locks
Microwave/Dishwasher
Air Conditioning
Large Storage Room
Frost F,ee Refrigerator
Laundry Facilities
Vending Machines
Individual Leases
Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

For Adult Housing at Its Best, Call 252-2633

01ce.

. · Voice.
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Creativity is ·focus of cotllerences
by Muriah Miller

literature," said CharleS Thornbury, professor
of English at CSB/SJU and conference
organizer, in a recent news release.
The Lewis Carroll Conference will be
taking place from this weekend, startiMg
Friday.
.
A similar event will be happening in about
a month.
·
This year's Central Minnesota Workshop
on Storytelling is being held at CSB/SJU and
is••titled "Embracing Diversity Through
Storying: A Workshop on Discovering and
Teaching Culture."
On Nov. 7-8, this event will take place at
the- College of Saint Benedict and feature
speakers from CSB/SJU and also SCSU
participating and presenting.
In a brochure promoting the conference it
is wriueri,''What we all haVe in common is
oui story. The meaning of our Jives is
found in the stories we tell about ourselves.
In order to know ourselves in the world,
we need to tell and listen to each other's
stories."
The themes of the workshop will
be discovering personal cultural story
and the uses of story in teaching
learning about diversity.
Judy Foster of the English
department will give examples of
short narratives from different-cultures
to show how stories imaginatively
project and advocate a world view and
value system.
Bill Meissner, also from _ the
English department, will use examples
from his book "Hitting Into the
Wind" to identify how family
relationships provide fuel for
developing stories.
Other speakers from SCSU will be
From "7Jt, Comp.Jew~ \Lia- ofLJ!wis C1Ut011''
Steve Klepetar from the English

"Alice in Wonderland" starting, Friday . and
going until Sunday, by the CSB/SJU theater
department.
Ever been to Wonderland?
The students ,and faculty of the theater
One event talcing place at the College of department have also set up SJU's old gym to
Saint Benedict and Saint John's University look like different environments of
this month will be an "Alice in Wonderland" "Wonderland." There will be opportunities to
feature.
see the White Rabbit, have tea with the
TI¥s is planned for the occasion of the Mad Hatter, or play croquet with the Queen
100th anniversary of Lewis Carroll's death of Hearts as well as meet many other
and will continue annually.
characters.
The conference is titled 'The Creative
Six female actofS will IX)rtray the role of
Imagination of Lewis Carroll," Carroll is the Alice and each .group of twenty will take a
author of "Alice in Wonderland."
tour with an "Alice," so that many groups will
There will be two fonnats to the two day see "Wonderland" at the same time.
event - it is a festival and a conference.
_
'This event is going to be a great time for
Many exhibits are on display at CSB/SJU all ages and the entire family," said Lindsay
libraries right now, including 20 original Moon::, CSB junior.
portraits of characters from the Alice books.
Professors and students are preparing for
·· Also rare books, illustrations, and collectibles the big event.
- (pop-up-books, toys, postage stamps, ceramic
"Lewis Carroll's life and work allows us
• figures, etc.) are being displayed.
to investigate several disciplines - math,
The first fonnat is the "conference." It is natural and social sciences, art, mµsic ancJ.
geared to help examine arid celebrate
STAFF WRITER_

the creativity of creative minds,

answering question& like "Where do
ideas come from?" and "Who
detennines what is creative?"
Keynote speakers will speak on
topics from "Lewis Carroll's
Creativity" to . "Lewis Carroll's ·
Mathematical Inventions."
,..,
On hand at the conference will be
professors from around the nation,
authors of books about Lewis Carroll
and his intellect, as well as the general
public. ~
The second fonnat is the ''festival."
This segment will be more of a
celebration of Lewis Carroll and his
"Wonderland" for participants.
~
There will be 35 perfonnances of

department on, "Why I Was Born in China."
Geno· Beniek of- the Central MN Health
Center
·
and
Jerry Wellik of the Special Education
department on "Discovering and Authoring
our Personal Cultural Story: Clinical Uses of
Storytelling."
, .
Other •speakers are from CS~/SJU and
surrounding communities.
"
Whether interested in the imagination and
make-believe .created by Lewis-Carroll in his
"Alice in Wonderland," or a~ted to reality
in stories of cultural diversity, CSB/SJU, in
correlation with SCSU have two events
offered to. broaden and stimulate the
mind.
The CIJ!ativity Conference for Lewis
Carroll will take place Oct. 17-18 on both
CSB . and SJU campuses. All events are
free and open to the public with the exception
of the perfonnance~of Alice in Wonderland,
which is $2 lpersolt . . On Oct. 17,
seven perfonnances will run from 7:30 to
9:30 p.m, Oct. 18, 18 perfonnances from
J0:30a.m to4:30p.m·, and l0performances
Sunday from J p.mto 5 p.m, all in SJU's Old
Gym.
,
For more information or a complete
schedule of events, call Charles Thornbury at
363-2893.
For the Embracing Diversity Through
Storying workshop, the fall registration fee is
$89 by OcL 24, with $39 grants available to
individuals ·of Latino, Asian, American
Indian, and.African descent on a first-come
first serve-basis. There is a dinner, luncheon,
and many different speakers and experiences.
It is sponsored by SCSU Faculty C£nter for
Te~hing I;:.xcellence and CSBISJU office of
lntercultural Programs. For more info
conJaet Lynn M. Moore at CSB, 363-5028.

Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
. ~ .1th.
UJ:) To $10,000 Within Days!
~
No CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no income?
You Can Qualify To Receive
, Two.· of the Most Widely Used
~redit Cards In The World Today!.

Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

r.-----------------------------------------~

I

I
1

J

YES J. ·

I

I want Credi~ Cards immediately.
CRA, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Name........ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,c__ _ _ _ _~ _ , . . - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Clty _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ s r a t e - - - - - - Z I P - - - - - -

Turned Down?
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I
I
I

l ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ :.J
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Classifieds

Housing

SINGLE ROOMS
$165/mo., close to campus, offstreet paoohg. Low security deposrr.
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 l>dnn., Eff. apts. Call 259-4841, • Heat, water, garbage & _cable
included. Kris 259-9673.
Plug-ins $21,'garages $35.

Thursday;Oct;,bcr 16, 1")97

Policies:

•Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Monday's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2. $370-$445/Mo. includes heat,
water, garbage & parking. Located •Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
on bus line, on-s~e laundry, mlni- established with the University Chronicle.
blinds. Call today 654-8300.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
WANT A PLACE OF YOUR OWN . door. Notices
free ·and run according to the amount of space.
3 SINGLE ROOMS .
laige 1 bdnn. $371,'mo. Off-street
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, Classifieds Manager, available at 255·
in a 3 bdrm. apt. in a house. · parking with plug-ins. Heat, water;
3943 or 255-2164, during business hours ·arid ask for classifieds.
1 BDRM. APT.
subleaser needed $370/month
9/mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, paoong included.
Call 654- 1854·

Laundry, no pets. 253-5340.

1 BDRM. EFFICIENCY APT.
in a house. Private bathroom and
kitchen. No pets. Paoong 253-5340.
SINGLE ROOM CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
West Campus Apts. Located by
Halenbeck. $185/mo. Includes basic
util. Sharon 255-9262.
HOUSE FOR RENT:
7·bdrm. house across from campus.
Available Sept. 1. Call Pat 2559585.

$185/MONTH FOR FALL '97
single room in large ,4.bdrm. apt.
basiccable,OW,micro.Onbusline.
HIGH POINT APT. 259-9673.
HIGH POINT APT.

1 & 2 BDRM. APT.

are

a:i:i~2J~~~i~~-

Low security

$200 DEPOSIT WILL HOLD

YOUR APT.
1, 2, 3 & 4-bdmt. apt. Large baths,
spacious closets, basic utili.
included. Call 654-8300 for more
info.
2 BDRM. APT. $45(11 MONTH
12•month lease. Includes , heat,
~:i~y\n~!!~~~ncjI~1~~~mos~
bus line. Call Sharon 654 _8300 _
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
to share huge double room for fall
quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 2673291 or 255- 1274.
3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A 3 BDRM.
APT.
in a house. Laundry, no pets. 253-

IMMEDIATELY AND WINTER
QUARTERS
SGLS/DBLS, 3 & 4-bdnn. apts. Free
paoong:Dan 255-9163.
·
SUB-LEASE SPECIALS
m/f, SGLS/DBLS. In house and
apts., campus neighborhood.
Several locations. Dan 255-9163.
BENTONWOOO
2 bdrm. cipts. S.E. St. Cloud. On bus
fine $390 . $420. Heat pd. Junct.
Hwy. 10 & 23. Avail.10/23, 11/1.
Dan 255-9163.
BEACHWOOD

1 bdrm. apts. Avail. 12/1. Near
D.T./Cobom's. Heat pd., $310 $360. Dan255-9163.

-r~~J~b~:g~~re. $ci~~~;;;h$,:■c5~~3,IQ~.~:::::::-:::::=
::_"""'lj'-F~zoa!~~~t~.0~~5. S:~
~~~:

:~ ~i:~

1~:.li~~·rr"~':.

9673.
1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
quiet building. 12-month lease only.
Call 240-9483.
ROOMS STARTING AT $190/MO,
includes washer & dryer, garbage
removal, water. Located 3 blocks
from SCSU. Call 253-0873 or (612)295-4084. Off-street paoong.
MALE TO SHARE 4 BDRM. ~PT.
new carpet and paint, heat paid,
close to campus. EPM 25Hi005.
FEMALES TO SHARE 4 BDRM.
APTS.
close to SCSU, heat pakl, OW,
intercom entry. Call 251-6005.
TWD-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Summernall. Call 251-8941.
1 ROOM EFFICIENCY
utilities ,and cable included. Parking
available. 259-9434.
$370 • t BDRM. APT.
get away from the roommate
hassles and get a place of your own.
Our apts. include heat, water, &
garage. You will have your own
reserved parking spot. on-site
laundry and convenienUy close to
campus. 654-8300.
private roomF~M~~~ous 4-bdrm.
apt. near SCSU. Heat paid, parf<ing,
laundry, DW. EPM 251-6005.

1 BDRM. APTS.
avail. 12/1. $310 - $360, heat pd.
Near Cobom's/D.T. Dan 255-9163.

4

_

$100 OFF 1ST MONTH'S RENT
~a!a~e ~~~mpa:~g i:l~~ed~~i~'i
blinds, large rooms, on bus line.
255-9262.
AVAILABLE:
large single rooms. Also 1 & 2 bdnn.
apts. on bus line. Riverside 2519418, or 2~1-8284.

1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
dose to SCSU, heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Property, 251-8284,
or251-9418.
•
.' .
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
with private bathroom -and A/C for
the student Ulim inciuded. 706
6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
SHARED RENTAL
4 bdrm. Townhomes, with pool,
volleyball, by SCSU. Available
immediate~, 252' 2633·
$$$$$EFFICIENCIES:
$200-summer, $275-fall. Off-street
paoong, $15. Call 259-4841.
1 STOP SHOPPING
we have several 1, 2, 3 & 4-bdnn.
apts. for fall 1997. Several dmerent
floor plans and amentties. n you
~~ ~ 111:7a~~nga;;,W!~:

=)~.~ :lfo~n~~;:d~~~
255-9262.

4-BDRM. APT. $295MO.
June, July and Aug. Basic cable
included, micro., OW, 'A/C, miniblinds, H~h Point Apartments. 2599673.
CHARLAMAINE APTS.
1997 best choice. Across from
SCSU. Attractiv.e, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well cared-for building
with dassic design. New unit and
oorrvnon·area ca~t. Practical price .
and more perks -like sundecks,
whirlpoos, spa, DW, and micros.
Call 240-0234 to lake a look.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN .
close to campus. Utilities pciid.
Available immediately. Reasonaple
rents. Short-tenn leases. TelephOne
252-6153, leave a message.
CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdnns. with two full baths.
Extra storage. OW, garages,
secu'rity. Heat pd. Resutts, 2530910.
ONE BDRM. OF 4 BDRM. APT.
$235/mo. AppMnces, heat included.
Immediate . occupancy. Campus
Management, 320-251-1814. .

showing all apartments. Choose the •
3 ROOMS FOR RENT
s~e and style and see It today! Call dose 10 campus. Heat, ·erec., cable,
654-ln)().
phone, garbage, water included.
Off-street paoong. Laundry on-site.
LARGE 1 BDRM. APT.
654-0010. $215 - $240/mo.
~~a~e;~e~~a~-~f~~:;. Matt or
NEED ROOMMATE IN 4 BDRM.
HOUSE ·
DUPLEX 2ND FLOOR
near -SCSU, $200/mo. plus utilities.
4 bdnns. Avail. now. Dan 255-9163. Call Dawn after 6 p.m. at 320-285. 4875.

ROOMMATE WANTED
4 bdnn. $199/mo. 203-0576.

2 OR 3 BDRM. APT.
for winter quarter. Ask for Brenda
202-1080.
LEAVING THE DORMS??
1 and 2 bdrm. apts. Available Dec.
ia~~;i::~~~e:,
line. 255-9262.

:~n~~

SUB-LEASERS NEEDED
for sir'igle rooms, heat pd., OW
Close to campus. Contact Equity
Investments Ud., 203-7789.
PRIVATE ROOMS
in4-bdrm.apts.Closetocampusfor
summer and fall. Includes heat, OW,
Ve~r'fr

4BDRM.APT.
avail. Oct. 1 or ear1iest. Located on
N. 3rd St. Close to Crossroads
Shopping Center, on bus line.
$600/mo. Call 259-1500Jon.
STATEVIEW
4 bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, OW, micros., security.
Heat paid. Results, .253-0910.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat paid. Results
Property Management. 253-0910.
2-BDRM. APTS.
1 block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bdrm. 253-1154,
Select Prop.

~c S' ~~~11~1~1~~~~l·•..:;;;;;,;..:,riwiiSEiiHies~;:;;;;;;;..-

• Quarters, 575 7th St S. 252-9226

SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IIMMEDIAmY
4 bdrm. Townhomes, individual
leases, $200'$23&mo. each. Call
252-2633.
1 BDRM.APT.
subleaser neede:d $370'month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line,- on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parf<ing included.
can 654-1854.

l'or Sale
GT SADDLEBACK 20"
duo-track suspension. Toe-dips
$350. Specialized hardrocl< 23', barends $300. 259-8234.
IBM THINKING PAD
asking $600 or b/o. Contact Amanda
B. at 255-9779.

PRIVATE ROOM
for man. 3 bdrm. house. Avail.--1985 MERCURY TOPAZ
immediate~. 259-9434.
"-'
auto, good cond., gray. $500 or b/o.
259-7192.
OLYMPIC II
3 - 4 bdnns. Near Hockey Center. 4bdrm. spltt units with two full baths.
DW, m~ros., security, garages, and
ports. Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.
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Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
Jesus and Satan are pretend. The
fact that we need hosp!als and
clinics proves prayer does not work
and there is no one watching over

us. If the answer to social problems
were as simple as reading the bible,
then churches would be palaces for
the ~rtuous, rather than worl<shops
for sinners. Those who threaten
others with infinite torture are
terrorists. (e.g. clergy) Oare to
question religion. Atheism is true.
God loves the people

of this

FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
credit card fund•raisers for
fratemtties, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping $51
VISA application. Cal 1-800-9320528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive FREE T-SHIRT.
CAMPUS ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS
has a new meeting time. Now
Mondays at 3 p.m. Newman Center,
Classroom C.
FREE CASH GRANTS!
college, scholarships, business,
medical bills. Never repay. Toll free
1-800-218-9000.

.world so very much that he gave me,
his on~ son, so that those who put

their coofidence in me shall have
eternal life and shall never die.
- Jesus of Nazareth

Attention
"ADVERTISING FEDERATION"
build an ad for your future. Learn
creative computer programs. Meet
new people. Meetings 5 p.m. every
Wed. SH 120.
-CUP THIS AD FOR DISCOUNTstudent
papers,
thesis,
dissertations, resumes, cover
letters, etc. Prepared professionally
at a low cost. Call Bonnie with
Rieder & Associates at 259-7076,
for assistance.
TYPING.
fast, accurate, professional. Call
240-2355.

.,,,.,,...

EARN $750 • $1500/WIC
raise all the _mOOey your group
needs by sponsoring a VISA fundraiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time needed.
There's no obligatloo, so why not
call for info. today. Call 1-80().3238454 X 95.·
l!FREE PAGERSII
call 203·1345 for your free pager.
Get e-mail, voice mail, and weather
info. on your free pager!
SPRING BREAK '98
Cancun, Mazaijan from $389. Info.
can 1-800-446-8355.
www.sunbreaks.com.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free (1)
800-218-9000 Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.
----------'--

DISTINCTIVE RESUMES
student packages..240-2355.

Page 19
POWDER RIDGE SKI AREA,
KIMBALL
is now acceptii,g appl. ·for lift
operators, rental shop workers, ski
instr. and kitchen employees for
weekdays, nights aoo'or weekends.
Fill out appl. M-F, 10-5. Questions?
Call 320-398-7200.

FREE TRIPS & CASH! SPRING
BREAK!
outgoing individuals - sell 15 & go
FREE. Cancun, South Padre,
Mazatlan, Jamaica, South Beach,
FL Guaranteed Best Prices. 1-80().
SURFS-UP
www.studentexpress.C:Om

RETAIL SALES'TEMP.
.selling our beautiful hand•knit
SPRING BREAK WITH
Ecuadorian sweaters at our
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $3.99. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free Crossroads Shopping Center ~osf(
social-hour parties/$69 party From 1CV26-12/3t , PT or FT nighls
package, discounts. (800) 366- and weekends. $7.50/ hr., plus
discounts for your X•mas shopping.
4786. http://Www.mazexp.com
Call Kevin at (612) 822-0231.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
EARN FREE TRIPS & CASHI"'
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24·hr. CLASS TRAVEL needs students to
promote
Spring Break 1998! A free
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St., Suite 205, St. trip & over $t0,000! Choose
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Cloud.
Jamaica or Florida! North America's
largest student tour operator! Call
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
Now!
1-800-838-641!.
two barbers, all cuts, walk·ins. 251·
7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
EARN MONEY AND FREE
Wed. · for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and . all other
TRI~!!
students, $5. All other weekdays, absolute best SPRING BREAK
$6.
~fu~~~eJ~~~~~~:~~~l~~!!il

BARTENDERS
willing to train, flexible hours, good
tips. App~ in person at Clearwater
Comers, 558--2212. ·,

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area: Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
•

Employment

GROUPS wanted!! Call INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1-800327-6013 or http1/Www.icpl.com

COUNTRY MILL GIFTS
help wanted stocking, cle~ning,
clerking. Stop for application. Will
call selected cand. for interviews.
1701 W. St. Germain SI.Cloud,
251-0004

EARN EXTRA CASH BUT STILL
HAVE FUN!
local rcidio company is looking for
outgoing, energetic promotibnat
help. No experience nee. Hours
flexible. Call 25 t -4422.
$1,000s POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE lo: Country Living
Shoppers, . Dept R40, 251 N.

?~~f,1 Hwy., Su~e 117, Dover, OE
DISTRICT742 COMMUNITY
SCHOOLS

$1,SOOWEEKLY
. :nv:~7~ri:1~i~~8=y~~~
potential mailing our circulars. Free Starting wage: $8.58 per hour and
info. Call 410-783-8275.
bimefits. Variety of routes and
hours available. Paid training
DANCE AND GYMNASTICS
period. Shuttle service lo SCSU
INSTRUCTOR WANTED
provided. Must be well organ~ed
-~$1~000~PO~SS~l~BL~E~TY=P~IN~G- . loo~ng for tap, jazz, and ballet w!h a good driving record. Call
253-9370 or app~ at 628 Rooseven
' part time. At home. Toll Free (1) ::r:o.,A: 2~ 31~ches. For Rd:
800-218·9000 Ext. T-3883 for
listings.

l5udget for

se SlJ.pplies
·se workstudy
~owledge
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FLY HIGH with the
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•

A~III TEAM
C O M ,.M U H I C AT I O N S

Erenefits of beng on the Aria Tearh:
• $7 per/ hr PLUS tv'CRE!
• $1 00 Hiring Bonus
•- Earn chances t oward winning
2 round trip airline tickets
• Work 16+ hrsiwk - 3, 4, or 5
evenings & Saturday a.m.'s
• Regular & t emporary part-time
positions availlable
• Convenient downtown location
• Education r eimbursement
• Comprehensive benefit plan including 401 K,
profit sharing, paid vacation

a vtJi.-e a6tJve tAe ,Mt
.an e"'l"re, a6tJve t/,e ,Mt
JtJing- WNk a6tJve tAe ,Mt

Call with Aria Communications on
behalf or worthwhile causes and
we'll make it worth your while

. Call us today at

259-1896
to find out more
& start your application

¥
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validated in Atwo~_,,,,___,,,..,. . .

